Educator

What is a post?

Images
Choose up to 4 images or
video that highlight the learning

FOLLOW UP

Reflection/notes
Write a little about what is
happening, you can add
additonal info later if time is
against you.

The butterfly group started off the day with some outdoor songs... We have been doing the Hokey Pokey as a way of
helping the children to start to learn their left and right. We then took part in our PALS program and practiced saying hello
to each other. We finally finished with some role playing using the puppets, we had to approach our friend who was playing
and say hello and ask to join in.

Learning tags
(linked family can see online)

Tag the children

Choose the learning tags
that relate to your post,
start typing to choose tags
you have loaded into your
Kinderloop via your settings.

There are 3 levels of posting:
To the whole centre
To a group
To individual children
Linked parents only get to see
posts relating to their child.

Send to parents
At any time you can turn
this of to save a draft to your
private Kinderloop and send
later.
The post shows as yellow on
your feed.

Post
Click to post to your private
Kinderloop

Contact hello@kinderloop.com

Educator

Kristin Gomes to Griffin Fox and Frances Potter
Sent on 11 May at 8.38 am

Example posts to simplify
your documentation

8.54am

iPad

99%

Amazingly simple Kinderloop

Hayden practised his climbing skills this morning. He
climbed up and over the A-frame, walked along the
balance beam and climbed down when he reached
the end.
Child Obs.
EYLF 3.2
2

Private post (linked family does not see)

Fine motor skills
5

2

EYLF 2.2

Standard post

Kristin Gomes to Griffin Fox and Frances Potter
Sent on 11 May at 13.55 pm

Here we see a private post with images & tagged children,
explanation and learning tags can be added later by editing
the post online.

Brody was very brave in group time Mum and Dad... Brody
used Jack the Koala to role play interacting with a friend.
He spoke to Kate the Kookaburra...
Child Interest

EYLF 4.2

Group skills

EYLF Practice 5: Learning Environments

5

Fine motor skills
3

Jessica Brown to Butterflies group
Sent on 11 May at 9.40 am

1

Reflection private post (linked family does not see)
Here we see a reflection post, images, explanation,
tagged children and learning tags that can all be searched on.
We can also see there is room for additonal info to be added
later by editing the post online.

Fine motor skills
5

FOLLOW UP

0

EYLF 2.2

Follow Up/Programming
private post
(linked family does not see)

Karen Martins to Brody James and 2 others
Sent on 11 May at 8.38 am

Here we see a reflection post,
images, explanation, tagged
children and learning tags that
can all be searched on.

REFLECTION
Reflection: 23.3.15 -27.3.15
Monday 23rd - Brody was the first to come over and spent
the whole morning with the ball in his hands. We were
surprised at how well the children were taking turns and
sharing the ball with each other! As Anna and Patrick really
enjoyed the rolling movement, we will further extend this
interest next week.
Tuesday 24th Wednesday 25th Fine motor skills

Child interest (curriculum key)

Program- 24.03.15- 30.03.15
Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity
* Last Wednesday Miss M attended a ‘Key Sign Workshop’
with some of the other educators from our centre. This
week we will focus on teaching the children signs that
relate to meal times including ‘eat,’ ‘drink’ and ‘more.’ We
will encourage the children to say the full sentence and
just sign the key word,
* Last Friday Terry brought in some play dough to kindy
and he was very excited to show his friends. This Friday
Terry and the other children can work with Miss R to make
some play dough.
Group skills

EYLF 2.2

Follow up

Programming

Jessica Program 23.5.15 - Extend on key word skills by
now starting to write simple words and focus on letter
formation skills.

EYLF Principle 2

Sent 12 days ago

Comment
Settings

Contact hello@kinderloop.com

Here we see a standard post,
images, explanation,
tagged children and learning tags.
We can also see there is a
comment and the post has been
seen by 5 linked family members

4

EYLF 2.2

(linked family sees)

0

Delete

Comment 1
Feed

Post

2

We can also see the educator
adding comments to extend on
the programming or to follow up
at a later date.

Educator

Cycle of learning
It doesn’t matter how you program currently, whether it
be in the form of observations, learning stories, jottings
in a day book, Kinderloop can do all this for you also.
Here is a list of ways Kinderloop can work for you:
Remember it’s your Kinderloop so you can do it to suit
your team:
Create a Daily Reflection post: This may normally look
like your day book, journal or learning story that has been
printed out and put on display. Include a Reflection image
from Kinderloop images and capture the day for your
families. Use photos from throughout the day, include
tags for EYLF outcomes, to show links for learning.
Daily group time posts: If you have specified group
times, intentional teaching opportunities create a post
which shows families what has occurred. Create groups
of children who are in each room and tag them for each
relevant post. Tag appropriate EYLF learning outcomes.
Duplicate this post to make it private and evaluate
individual children’s participation in the group time.
Overall development of a child: Use the search
function to pull up a child and see an overall
developmental record of each child throughout the year,
which shows each educator as well as assessment and
rating assessor how you have covered all areas of a
child’s development, interests and planned for the overall
child in your program. It also enables educators to see if
any areas of a child’s development has been missed and
can help to focus on specific areas needing observing.
Developmental concerns/needs identified: Private
posts enable educators to make notes, and record
concerns they have observed for a child, if a parent has
approached with a concern, record it privately so all
information for the child is together, no more need for
multiple folders, or note books, store it all together on
your private Kinderloop.

Contact hello@kinderloop.com

8.54am

iPad

99%

Hayden practised his climbing skills this morning. He
Amazingly
simple Kinderloop
climbed up and over the A-frame, walked along
the
balance beam and climbed down when he reached
the end.
Child Obs.
EYLF 3.2
Jessica Brown to Poppy SIlver
Sent on 16 March at 9.40 am

3

Comments 2

The EYLF Early Years Planning Cycle*
Rosie Greene to Poppy Greene
Thepm
context
Sent on 11 May at 13.55

PROGRAM

Observation
Gathering information or data about children, families, educators and the community.
Noticing what is happening. What can I see? What can others see? What do children notice about themselves?
What do families notice? Looking for what is meaningful in my context and for children and families.
Noticing Belonging, Being and Becoming, Practices, Principles and Outcomes.

Question

Plan

Act

Reflect

Asking questions and
analysing what has been
observed.

What other learning is
possible?

Acting to respond to
what you know and have
planned for.

Reflecting on what you
have noticed, understood,
planned for and how you
have acted.

What learning is taking
place here?
How is this meaningful
for us?
Recognising strengths and
interests.
What do I recognise?
What do others recognise?
What do children
recognise about
themselves?

What can we learn
together? Planning with
children and families.
How will children be
supported to learn and
develop?
Planning for learning
against the Outcomes.
Planning to support
the pedagogy includes
planning for individual
and groups, routines,
experiences, interactions,
inside, outside etc.

Putting plans into action.
Supporting all educators to
enact the plan to support
children’s learning.

Critically reflecting on
how children and families
have benefited from the
planning cyle.

Using Practices and
Principles to guide the way
the plan is enacted e.g.
intentionality or respect for
diversity.

It involves discussion,
debate, thinking, talking,
taking stock, mulling over,
reviewing.

Acting in all parts of the
curriculum—routines,
experiences, inside,
outside, environments etc.

Evaluating what has
occurred.
Assessing children’s
learning.

What do families
Poppy
rode her Planning
first forpony
this weekend,
calledReflecting
Fluff!
learning, both
Responding to Belonging,
about
recognise?
Recognising Belonging,
Being and Becoming.

Comment

Recognising Practices.

Recognising Principles.

short and long term.

Being and Becoming.

Planning for Belonging,
Being and Becoming.

Responding to Practices.

Planning for Practices.

Responding to Principles.
Responding to Outcomes.

Planning for Principles.

Belonging, Being and
Becoming.
Reflecting about Practices.

0

Reflecting about Principles.
Reflecting about
Outcomes.

Poppy is beginning to use one to two word sentences.
She sits at the table and turns towards Jane and says
“hot, hot” Jane replies to Poppy by telling and
demonstrating to her how to blow on her food. Poppy
tries blowing on her food and begins to eat.
Poppy comprehends and follows simple instructions
and commands, she will often repeat one word for
example “hands”.

* Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) (2010). Belonging, Being and Becoming: The Educators’ Guide to the Early Years Learning Framework for Australia. Canberra, ACT: DEEWR.

Analysis of Development:
Poppy is demonstrating verbal and non verbal
communication for a range of purposes. She is
becoming confident and starting to express herself
through her language.

The EYLF Professional Learning Program is funded by the Australian Government Department of Education,
Employment and Workplace Relations.

By following the information presented here
and your own expert knowledge, its simple to
show the planning cycle within your private
Kinderloop, remember each post can be
crafted to express multiple elements of the
cycle and tagged with relevant learning
frameworks or tags of your own creation
to help link everything together.

REFLECTION

Reflection: 23.3.15 -27.3.15
Monday 23rd - Brody was the first to come over and spent
the whole morning with the ball in his hands. We were
surprised at how well the children were taking turns and
sharing the ball with each other! As Anna and Patrick really
enjoyed the rolling movement, we will further extend this
interest next week.
Tuesday 24th Wednesday 25th Fine motor skills

Child interest (curriculum key)

Comment
Settings

Objective for Future learning:
Model and continue to encourage Poppy’s language
development
Learning Possibilities:
* small group language activities
* one to one time with Poppy
* display pictures around room
* labelling objects

0

5. Communication
5.1 Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others
for a range of purposes
Child Observation

Comment
Comment 1
1
Feed

Post

Objective for future learning/ learning
possibilities/Follow up experience/
extensions: This is where you can
plan ongoing experiences and learning
opportunities for the child.
Implemented into the program: Write
here what you are going to plan for the
child and when it has been written into
the Curriculum plan, weekly or monthly
program. This shows a great link for
assessors during a ratings visit.

Once follow up experience has been
implemented come back to this private
post and comment on evaluation of the
experience.

1.1 Children feel safe secure and supported

Child Interest

Analysis of learning/Developmental
Summary/ Interpretation: Again use
whichever terminology your centre
may use to put your summary into the
observation.

Tag appropriate EYLF tags to support
your developmental findings, and link to
outcomes.

Implemented into Program:
21/3/16 - 1/4/16

EYLF Principle 2

Kinderloop enables educators to have all
documentation relating to children in the
one place. Privately post an observation,
jotting, learning story whichever you may
call it privately for each child. Use your
own heading if you wish:
Observation: Where you write your story
or what you have seen occurring.

FUTURE
LEARNING

Karen Martins to Brody James and 2 others
Sent on 11 May at 8.38 am

Using your private post function for
individual observations of children:

0
2

Educator

Kinderloop Reports
A simple and easy way to keep track of your posts on children,
learning tags and plan for the weeks ahead.

Click the reports and planning icon
in your online settings

Reports
Choose view
Click to choose
group or tag view

Choose
group

Choose time

Choose date

Click to choose
timescale

Click arrows to
change date

Child detail page
Further detail can also be found on the child’s settings page

Click on the tag
number to see
the tags used
that day
Shows tags or
group & child

Contact hello@kinderloop.com

Shows children
with tag used

Shows children
without tag used

Educator

Example posts

Private follow up, ready to follow up with
educator comments

Private programming, ready to follow up
with educator comments
Private reflection, ready to edit and add
more on the indicated dates

Active follow up (parent sees post)

Contact hello@kinderloop.com

